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There's only one heaven
If we're black, red, brown or white
All our prayers
Are trying to catch that light inside

A few miles above
Colours lose their meaning on the way to heaven

There's only one bridge
Over trouble, hate and fear
All our hope
We send over there

Hand in hand
We take the path of life on the way to heaven

We can talk the truth and lie
We can ask and answer
Agree and deny
But there is something
That will grow
In the silence of our heart
We will know - the way to heaven

There's only one love
That moves through time and space
Ancient wisdom
Spins eternal lace
Believe in the netting
And you will find the way - the way to heaven
There's only one ship
If we're rich or poor
All our dreams
Will be so secure
Let's get on board
Protection we all share on the way to heaven